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My odyssey's battery keeps draining! We just bought the van in November. We thought it might
had a bad battery so we replaced it. Worked fine until it sat for a couple days. Battery is
completely drained. No interior lights were left on. When the battery was working the front
interior lights are not working when the lights are set to turn on when the doors are opened.
They won't cut on with that switch at all but the back lights do. They will cut on if you manually
press them. The little orange light that lights up the center console is not cutting on at all. We
were thinking it might be a problem with those lights. Anyway, it's not the alternater as its
draining while it's parked and off as if something on the inside was left on but we can't figure
what. Any ideas how we can pin point it? Vkp23 answered 5 years ago. I just read a post talking
about the doors and the battery draining. We have been having trouble with the doors seeming
to hang up when we try to open or close it. The safety feature and all Douglas answered 4 years
ago. You appear to have a parasitic drain problem. I had this on a as well as a Honda Odyssey
van. What the problem was is that a AC relay fuse had gone bad. When the fuse goes bad, it
constantly tries to engage the air conditioning compressor even when the vehicle is turned off.
As a result, it keeps trying to engage the compressor until the battery is totally drained. The AC
relay, which is less than thirty bucks, should fix your problem. Swap it out with a new one, and
see if that fixes your problem. If it does not, please take your van to a real mechanic to do an
electrical system analysis. Both sliding doors good. GuruWTF4R answered 2 years ago. When
you needed to to replace the AC clutch relay cuz it was draining your battery dead was your air
conditioning still working. Great answers, but my problem was not the ac relay, Left slider door
was not working and the drain was from the micu module in the rt rear of the vehicle
GuruCTQH4 answered 2 years ago. I'm having a similar issue with my Odyssey. It's just over a
year old and kept in the garage, so the battery shouldn't need replacing yet. I brought it to the
dealer for a sliding door latch recall. Since then, the battery has been dying every weekend.
After it happened the first time, we've been hypervigilent checking the lights, etc. We haven't left
anything on or open. So we think it's the doors. I'm at the dealer right now waiting to see what
they say GuruCS6YF answered 2 years ago. Could you let me know what the dealer said and if
the issue was fixed? I have the same problem and have not found the solution. It is draining 0. I
took out fuses one by one and check if current dropped. I didn't find any fuse that significantly
reduces the drain current. GuruLD48F answered about a year ago. We are on third battery and
replacing every two years. Same issues with battery drain. I have been experiencing noted
issues with doors and over the summer my AC did stop working. We are on battery 3 and
alternator 2 about 9 months span Going to attempt to follow some of the tips noted in here.
Odydude answered about a year ago. We are on our 3rd battery. Did a parasitic battery draw test
and had. Pulled Backup 7 fuse and reading decreased to. Might have an issue with the micro
switch causing an audible door alarm while in drive. There no warning lights in the instrument
panel indicating the rear sliding doors are open. AllHonda answered about a year ago. We are
also having audible door alarm while in drive. Switching to manual door silences the alarm but
the battery drain has been happening along with it since fall. Waiting to hear your finding
Odydude. Mommavan answered about a year ago. Any answer to audible door alarm while
driving? I'm having repeated dead batteries in Odyssey and have had problems with door alarm
for past year usually when very hot outside. GuruS6ZLM answered about a year ago. I notice
that there are 10 relays with the same part number as the AC relay. There are 4 under the front
driver side above the fuses, 3 on the front passabger side next to the fuses, and 3 under hood 1
being the AC relay. I went through 4 batters in a years time. I thought if the AC relay could cause
this problem, then any one could be a problem seeing that they are the same relay. I replaced
them all about 4 months ago and it fixed the problem. I do not care which one was bad, all I
know is the problem is fixed. GuruT59WV answered about a year ago. I have a my Odyssey at
the Honda dealership for 3 weeks you let the car sit three days battery is dead. They put new
battery, changed ac relay switch fixed both power door still believe there is an issue wit left
door, but they said no any other ideas. Kamibird answered about a year ago. Go to a mechanic
that specializes in electrical. You don't happen to live in nocal? RC answered about a year ago.
Do you know a good mechanic that specializes in electrical around Sacramento CA? DougNiner
answered about a year ago. I have a Honda Odyssey. I've had the issue with the door chime
staying on unless the automatic door switch is turned off. The drivers side sliding door
sometimes works when the chime stays on while driving and sometimes doesn't the chime will
stay off while driving. I also have a parasitic draw going on that drains my battery in a day or so.
The battery is brand new. I took the van to the Honda dealership and they were unable to find
the issue with the draw. They did say that it appears the sliding door rear latch was faulty and
the control unit. I've replaced both and hasn't fixed the battery drain. What would be the next
step to find out what's killing my battery? I'm having same battery drain and left sliding door
problem on my Odyssey EXL. Anyone know a good mechanic around Sacramento CA that

specializes in electrical and has dealt with this seemly common issue? Any help with this
frustrating issue is much appreciated! GuruH1WTR answered about a year ago. Remove it from
its housing and check for a seized spring latch. Spray it with WD40 and move it back and forth.
Once it releases add some grease and replace and it should fix your problem. I fixed my door, It
was one of the micro switches on the rear latch, it was bent out of shape causing it to not
engage Let's hope this fixes the parasitic drain issue as well, fingers crossed. GuruH1WTR
answered 11 months ago. Cortlyn answered 10 months ago. I have a parasitic drain problem on
both my odyssey EX with power sliding doors I replaced left sliding door rear lock and now my
odyssey LX with manual doors has a 3. If i remove fuse 22 the drain stops the 70 amp side is the
problem. It supposedly supplies the passenger fuse box, but I pulled out every fuse and both
Omron relays above the fuse box and the 3. I have Battery draining issue too. I have the radio
on - on accessory mode, in 10 minutes the battery is totally dead. The alternator and battery
were changed but resulted in same problem when radio on accessory mode. My thought is the
battery could be undersized and lesson is run the car if the radio is on. I have other cars but do
not have this electrical problem. Any suggestions? Vbg79 answered 7 months ago. Guys if the
culprit in the rear sliding door for the culprit and chaining the motor is the answer do you know
how much will it cost. GuruH1WTR answered 7 months ago. For months I suffered with parasitic
drainage on my Honda Odyssey. Checked every fuse you can think of. After some of my own
labor and lots of research I fixed the problem and it never came back. It turned out to be the rear
passenger sliding door latch. I have a picture on one of my previous post. I have a ex, buzzer
would go unless I turned it off. Left side sliding door motor bad, computer thinks the door is
open buzz , won't go to sleep, battery dies in 3 days. Teese answered 4 months ago. We turned
the power doors off. And is still draining the battery. We had a new alternator and battery
installed recently. Any other ideas on what to check? Dka answered 4 weeks ago. I followed the
tips that you gave: I removed the door latch cleaned it all up, saw that everything seemed to be
working well, and reinstalled it I also bought one from an auto-wrecker but when testing it,
nothing changed so I reinstalled the original. Some extra info: the door seems totally dead, it
doesn't respond to any input, whether from the key fob or the dash switch. Any ideas?? I've
been trying to figure this out for a long time now. GuruH1WTR answered 4 weeks ago. Did you
remove the door latch cover and moved the pivot cam back and forth. My door would not do
anything at all. After I removed my door latch and tinkered with it and noticed that one of the
pivot pins was seized. I greased it up and managed to get it loose. Once I replaced it and
switched on the main sliding door switch it literally came back to life. Thimblekisses answered 3
weeks ago. I found this thread via google - I have a odyssey. New battery, alternator replaced
less than a year ago. I am also experiencing the battery drain issue. Any advice? What do I tell
him to check? GuruH1WTR answered 3 weeks ago. Once I fixed the door latch I no longer have
the parasitic drainage problem. Continue working on that latch. Good luck!!! We are just getting
ready to pick up our van from the dealer as well. Exact same problems are you all are
mentioning: parasitic battery drain. We also have issues with the drivers side slider beeping, so
we have disabled the doors. Still a drain. The dealer is suggesting we replace the master fuse
box, but then tell is that may still not solve the problem. Guru9Y1NLW answered 2 weeks ago.
My mechanic gave up. He disconnected the power locks which is a pain since there is only a
keyhole on the drivers door. I can power unlock but not lock. Imagine the circus of me trying to
get my two year old in the car. But the key has to be in the ignition to power unlock. This is a
mess and really annoying. GuruH1WTR answered 2 weeks ago. It has nothing to do with your
problem. I had the same exact thing. Did everything you can think of to stop the parasitic
drainage. Read my previous post about the side locking door latch. It should fix your problem.
Battery is completely I have Honda Odyssey and It is draining 0. I didn't find any fuse that sign I
have a Honda Odyssey with miles. I have been having sliding door problems and the "sliding
door" warning has appeared on my dash. I could live with this but I am now having battery prob
Would power sliding door quitting cause battery to drain every day. Pulling fuse doesn't stop
drain. I am randomly having the battery go dead on my Honda Odyssey. It has happened for
years now. I think it has something to do with the passenger sliding door. There have been
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History of Chrysler Cars. This document includes guidance related to vehicles that must obtain
recall service before a Smog Check inspection can be successfully performed. Certain vehicles
may be eligible to be repaired under manufacturer emissions warranty. Recall and warranty
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necessary to resolve unique situations. Referee Centers are located throughout California. To
find a Referee Center near you or to schedule an appointment, visit asktheref. While most
vehicles complete the various readiness monitors during normal driving, other vehicles have
more trouble either because the vehicle design requires unusual operating conditions or
because the owner rarely drives the car in the necessary operating mode. On occasion, the
vehicle owners-manual contains driving procedures to complete the monitors, but usually this
drive cycle information is only available to the OEM or found in repair industry service literature.
Since drive cycles require the vehicle experience specific operating conditions: speed,
temperature, pressure, engine load, etc. Monitor completion is also dependent on properly
functioning components, so a vehicle may never complete a monitor until a thorough diagnosis
and repair of components enabling the monitor to run is performed. Vehicles fail for no
communication for a variety of reasons. Common reasons include but are not limited to:
damaged OBD connector or wiring, aftermarket stereo, transmission computer response
instead of engine computer response, and invalid data from the vehicle. See Table 6 for a list of
these vehicles. These vehicles will be listed in Table 6. When one of these vehicles fails for the
PDTC listed in Table 6, please refer the motorist to the dealer for covered repairs. Table 4 below
includes and newer model-year gasoline and flex-fuel vehicles and and newer diesel vehicles
that have known pattern issues with the OBD test portion of an OIS inspection. Issues include
but are not limited to: no communication with the vehicle, incomplete readiness monitors, OBD
test incompatibility, and false MIL illumination. In most cases, the OIS inspection is
programmed to accommodate vehicles with a design anomaly. In other cases, the vehicle may
require repair. Note: The correct vehicle identifying information e. Service bulletins and recalls
referenced in this document may be obtained by contacting your vehicle manufacturer,
aftermarket publisher e. Added Jeep Wrangler 3. Made Table 6 in alphabetical order based on
vehicle make. Updated Dodge Ram Truck 5. Added: Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid to Table 6. Table 3
and 3. Likely Broken Vehicle; Repair and Retest. DME Software error. Reprogram DME with the
updated software. BMW Fail for readiness. Vehicle may not set oxygen sensor readiness
monitor. Software error in ECM. Vehicle requires reflash. Reflash ECM per recall so oxygen
sensor monitor will set. Bulletin SI B12 11 06 dated October BMW From series intro. Check
thermostat Likely broken vehicle; Repair and Retest. Separate the vehicle and key. Attempt to
restart. Test normally. Possible keyless ignition related issue. If the vehicle fails to
communicate, use the result of the bulb check for the overall result of the OBD Test if the
analyzer offers this option. OBD not installed in federals during these years. Chevrolet S 2WD ,
2. OIS ignores all 11 readiness monitors. Check under-hood emission label to determine OBD
certification status. Possible air injection problem check valve s , vacuum line, pump, air
passages. Diagnose; Repair and retest. Difficult drive cycle. Vehicle design anomaly. Reflash
available. Confirm all systems functioning. Vehicle requires reflash Repair per TSB, run
monitors then retest. Chrysler Town and Country 3. Chrysler PT Cruiser 2. PCM software error.
Dealer must reprogram PCM. Emissions warranty extended to lifetime for this issue. Diagnose
and repair per TSB Possible repair payment reimbursement, see warranty D Repair per TSB and
retest. Dodge Ram Truck 5. Dodge Caravan with 3. Repair per TSB, run monitors then retest.
Dodge Dakota, Durango and Ram Trucks with 4. Broken vehicle, repair per TSB with lifetime
warranty. OIS ignores unsupported monitors. OIS allows one incomplete readiness monitor.
Advise motorist of fix with lifetime warranty per TSB ECU software error. OIS ignores misfire
and comprehensive component monitor readiness. OIS ignores fuel and comprehensive

component monitor readiness. Advise motorist of Recall Campaign K01 if the vehicle is
California certified. Dodge Ram Truck with 5. Advise motorist of TSB if the vehicle is Federal
certified. Evaporative leak detection monitor may not set to ready. Ford Truck 7. Ford Focus Fail
for readiness. Monitors may be difficult to complete. Broken Vehicle. Then test normally. Ford E
Super duty 5. Repair per recall and retest. Ford Edge, Explorer 3. Some vehicles do not set
readiness monitors. Perform monitor drive cycle. Please consult Ford Emission Recall 13E04
for applicability. Owner must ensure recall is performed if required and all monitor drive cycles
are completed prior to Smog Check testing. Possible vehicle design issue. Investigating cause.
Possible vehicle design or conversion anomaly. Possible blown fuse. GM All gasoline powered
Fail for readiness. Post catalyst oxygen sensor monitor will not run until after 1, mile catalyst
break in. See Bulletin NA Inspect vehicle after 1, miles or send to Referee. All 11 readiness
monitors ignored in OIS. Hyundai Sonata Fail for readiness. Monitors are difficult to complete;
perform drive cycle two times. Run drive cycle. See TSB Pin 5 not grounded. Test normally on
OIS. Infiniti I30 Failure to set catalyst monitor. Test catalyst and replace if defective. Infiniti I30
Fail for readiness. Vehicle has difficulty completing all monitors during normal driving. Isuzu
Hombre 2WD 2. Jeep Wrangler O 2 sensor, O 2 heater, and catalyst readiness monitors may
indicate not ready. TSB Rev. A contains wiring modification to make vehicle ready. OIS allows
incomplete O 2 heater monitor. Jeep Wrangler 3. PCM not running monitor frequently enough.
May need to run special drive cycle to set O 2 monitor. Vehicle may not set EGR monitor.
Vehicle has difficulty completing EGR monitor. Difficult to run drive cycle. Air conditioning
readiness monitor mistakenly set to supported instead of unsupported. Air Fuel monitor issue.
If fails for incomplete oxygen sensor monitor, advise motorist recall may be required. Lincoln
MKX 3. Diagnose and repair. Likely broken vehicle; Repair and Retest. Mazda B 2WD 3. The
following OBD Codes may be set. Erase trouble codes, disconnect tool when ignition switch off.
Reset monitors. Mazda Mazda 6 with 2. Mazda Mazda 6 - 2. This will cause the vehicle to fail the
test, although the vehicle itself has no problem. Fail for monitor readiness. Some monitors are
difficult to complete. Follow recommended drive cycles. See Mitsubishi service manual. Nissan
Maxima Failure to set catalyst monitor. Nissan All models Fail for monitor readiness. Incomplete
monitors during normal driving. Follow drive cycle for that specific year, make, model, engine,
certification, transmission. Run entire drive pattern even if only one monitor unset. Follow drive
cycle. Plymouth Voyager with 3. Plymouth Voyager 3. Suzuki Aerio Fail for monitor readiness.
Monitors can be difficult to complete. Suzuki Forenza Fail for monitor readiness. Toyota All
models Fail for monitor readiness. See Toyota service information. Vehicle loses stability
control calibration when CAN protocol attempted. Follow service procedure to reset zero-point
calibration. Defective ECM. Send to Referee for inspection only if comprehensive, oxygen
sensor, and catalyst monitors unset. If any additional failures exist, they must be repaired
before the Referee inspection. Volvo S40, V50 Air conditioning readiness monitor mistakenly set
to supported instead of unsupported. Volvo XC90 Air conditioning readiness monitor
mistakenly set to supported instead of unsupported. Likely Broken Vehicle Repair and Retest.
EIS ignores readiness status. Recall campaign applies to California certified vehicles originally
sold in California. TSB with lifetime warranty applies to federal certified and California certified
originally sold in northeast states. Comply with recall, then test as normal. Test as normal.
Dodge Stratus, Intrepid, Neon All monitors reset to incomplete upon every ignition key-off.
Dodge Avenger, Stratus 2. Dodge Stealth 3. These vehicles are not reflashable. Dodge Caravan
3. Eagle Vision All monitors reset to incomplete upon every ignition key-off. Comply with TSB,
then test as normal. Eagle Talon 2. Hyundai Accent 1. Hyundai Sonata 2. Kia Sephia Sportage
Monitors difficult to complete. Lexus All models Monitors can be difficult to complete. Follow
drive cycles in Lexus service information. Trouble codes are not stored. Use the conventional
contact or non-contact method to obtain an rpm signal. Mitsubishi All Models Monitors difficult
to complete. Mitsubishi Eclipse all , Galant 2. Mitsubishi GT, Diamante, Galant 2. Follow
recommended drive cycles in Mitsubishi service manual. Mitsubishi All models Some monitors
are difficult to complete. Nissan Sentra 1. Nissan All models Catalyst and evaporative system
monitors are difficult to complete. Nissan All models Monitors can be difficult to complete.
Follow owner's manual drive cycle to achieve readiness. Plymouth Breeze, Neon All monitors
reset to incomplete upon every ignition key-off. Saab 2. Saab All models Catalyst and
evaporative system monitors are difficult to complete. Saab Service Instruction No. Subaru All
models Readiness cleared at key-off. Toyota All models Monitors
centech ap 2
ford expedition coil pack replacement
ford focus headlights not working
can be difficult to complete. Follow drive cycles in Toyota service information. Toyota Tercel,

Paseo Evaporative system monitor will never complete or is unsupported. The EIS allows any
one monitor to be incomplete. Likely Broken Vehicle. Repair and retest. Volvo All models
Monitors difficult to complete. No remedy is available. Audi Q7 3. Vehicle not self-clearing
permanent fault code. Ford Mustang 3. Volkswagen Touareg 3. Added Dodge Ram Truck 5.
Converted document to HTML compatible format. Vehicle communicates with OIS and transmits
required data. Vehicles fail when a PDTC is present. Fail for no OBD communication. Readiness
monitors will not set on certain flex fuel models, VINs listed below. PT Cruiser 2. Ram Truck
with 5. Monitors wont set on certain flex fuel models, VINs listed below. O 2 sensor, O 2 heater,
and catalyst readiness monitors may indicate not ready. Mazda 6 - 2. Some vehicles may have a
false MIL illumination during inspection. May fail for no OBD communication.

